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F
ollowing the Christmas break given them by the

Governor-General, the federal Conservatives were

shovel-ready—and shovel it they did. The ‘stimulus’

deficit budget is mostly extensions of existing, not-very-

stimulating, government programs. These would have resulted

in a deficit anyway, because of the combined impact of tax cuts

and a declining economy. The much ballyhooed infrastructure

program depends on cost sharing with other levels of

government, and requires a PPP review of any project over $50

million—not exactly shovel-ready. 

Even more than the Harper budget, BC’s budget reveals its

authors’ reluctance to vary a typically unimaginative approach

in the face of an economic decline which, in some sectors, has

been going on for some time. Their revulsion at acknowledging

a deficit is all too clear (see also related article, page 1).

Refusal to raise minimum wage was the BC government’s

most unenlightened move. Putting more money in the pockets

of those struggling is a great way to get that money to circulate.

The poor need to buy basic-economy things, and will do so at

once if there’s more money in the kitty.

Not heard was the message from the public that the BC

government’s job is not only to reinforce the corporate

economy but also to alleviate the pain felt by laid-off workers

and their families, increasingly indebted students, and

financially wounded communities and services. It has been

drowned out by the continuing echo of that corporate nostrum

that government should only provide those services which the

private sector will not provide, that the human victims of

corporate failure are to blame for their own plight, and that

government need assume no additional responsibility—no

matter how tough things get for ordinary people. 

The only recourse to these budgets is to consider all this

brainlessness and heartlessness seriously in the upcoming

elections and BC’s referendum. Who do we trust to spend our

tax dollars for us?

Rural & Coastal Economy
It is hard to assess the effect of the ‘economic downturn’ on the

Salish Sea/Strait of Georgia area. There are some places where

major industries have cut-back or shut-down, and people have

lost well-paid jobs. Many Islanders are self-employed, may face

a decline in business, and aren’t eligible for Employment

Insurance. 

Some communities have always been subsistence

economies, and little may have changed. We have a lot of

seniors, who may have sustained significant capital reductions,

but who still have income. In many areas, the major industry is

construction; there may be fewer new houses, but renovations

seem to go on forever.

But in the budget, there really wasn’t much of benefit for

individual Canadians, particularly those who are not in a

position to benefit from tax cuts or credits. 

So it’s up to us, individuals and communities, to fill the gap;

certainly neither the federal nor the provincial government is

going to help very much. Don’t wait for the funding, whatever

your are planning, find a way to just do it anyway. Other

Islanders have always been a source of kitchen table loans.

One thing we could do, to raise our spirits and be ready for a

different future is to improve our human infrastructure. This is

a good time, when things may be slow, to teach, learn, and do

what we can—not hibernate. 

Most of us are potential instructors, teachers, or both. The

minimum number required to start a human infrastructure

project is two. (Some would say one, but this loses the really

vital benefit of human contact.) Larger groups are, of course,

cost-effective and may be even more fun.

Any topic will do—vocational, professional, cultural, or

about the arts, the environment, exercise, cooking—whatever.

Some projects would build things, others would just build

people, or maybe start organizations or businesses. 

This challenge is for individuals and organizations. Local

government, service clubs, recreational organizations,

businesses, and of course individuals could initiate, sponsor, or

just help to create programs large or small. 

Activity that involves interaction between people builds

community, which is what everyone needs when times are

tough and at which the coast’s small communities excel. If

you’re OK, probably someone else isn’t OK. If you’re not OK,

ask for help. The important thing is to get something

happening, right away, that doesn’t depend on government

funding. The depression we most have to fear is a cultural one.

We need our own ‘shovel-ready’ projects. To get the ball

rolling, Island Tides will advertise your program as a ‘Word Ad’
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on the Bulletin Board for free. And really there couldn’t be a

better time to get started on projects; that winter milestone,

Burns Night, has come and gone  And now—here comes spring!

Out on open walking trails the light, blue sky, and vistas lift

the spirits. In the addition to the early spring blooms, it’s

astonishing how many plants are showing signs of life when the

winter debris is raked away. Recent sunny days, despite night

frosts, have got people out in the garden and down to their

boats—even a modicum of cleaning up puts winter firmly

behind us and takes us into fair weather plans. There seems to

be so much to do to get ready that we have to spring into

cheerful action.

Lumberyards and stores that sell seeds are bustling. Those

seed catalogues are already well-thumbed and planting plans

are being drawn up.

Of course we might get some more snow but it won’t last

long and anyway, we might not. 
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